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1. Introduction 

Filaments have been observed in the H-mode during onset of edge localized modes (ELMs) 

[1-2]. There is experimental evidence that rather strong bipolar [3-4] or monopolar [5-6] 

currents of the order of 200-400A flow in the filaments. In [7-8] an idea was put forward that 

such large currents could create a stochastic layer in the pedestal region leading to the 

pedestal density and temperature reduction [1-2]. We propose a model for pump out during 

onset of ELMs type I. The key element of the model is increase of the radial outward particle 

and heat convective fluxes due to the deviation of radial electric field from the neoclassical 

value in the stochastic layer during life time of current carrying filaments.  

2. Currents in the filaments 

In the SOL the filament is getting polarized by vertical B  and curvature current. The radial 

acceleration of filament measured in the experiments is not big enough to provide the closure 

of major part of those currents by the polarization current inside the filament. Therefore the 

external currents perpendicular to the magnetic field should arise. The bipolar parallel 

currents in the filament connecting these external currents and filament can be estimated as:  
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along and across magnetic field. For the typical parameters of filaments during ELMs in 

MAST ( 319102  mn f , eVTT ifef 80 , ml f 8||  , cml f 4 , TB 3.0 , mR 5.1 [2,4]) 

2

|| /400 mkAj f  . Partially the parallel currents can be short-circuited through the divertor 

plates, still in many discharges these currents are bigger than ion saturation current at the 

plates and therefore are closed through the ambient plasma. In [4] the distortion of the 

magnetic flux tube near the X-point leading to the big polarization currents in this region is 

discussed as a mechanism of filament current closure. The polarization current in the divertor 

plasma can also contribute to the closing of bipolar parallel currents. 

Current density at the plasma edge inside the separatrix could be estimated as 

2/1000 mkA [9]. This current can be inherited by the filament when it detaches. Such 
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monopolar current density is too large to be short-circuited through the divertor. The life 

times of monopolar current can be estimated for typical MAST parameters as 

svis

I

98 1010    if it is closed by the current associated with perpendicular viscosity and 

sn

I

76 1010    if it is closed by the current associated with ion-neutral collisions in the 

divertor region. They are much smaller than the life-time of the filament, therefore the 

evolution of the filament current can be described by MHD equations assuming only 

perpendicular polarization currents. The solution is an Alfven standing wave localized inside 

the filament. The magnetic signal at the Alfven frequency was indeed detected in [2]. The 

steady-state currents exceeding the ion saturation current to the divertor plates observed in 

experiments most probably are the part of the system of dipole currents. At the same time the 

monopolar current in the filament contributes to the plasma edge ergodisation while it is still 

attached to the core plasma for the time of about s50 [2].  

3. Penetration of magnetic perturbations 

Magnetic perturbations produced by the filaments currents start penetrating into the ETB. 

The estimate for the characteristic time of the linear growth of the separate island in the 

theory of forced reconnection [10] is 5/35/2

1 RAB    for the magnetic perturbation with 

poloidal wave vector k


, qqBnm eiA
 /)/( 2/12

0  , 2

||0 / kR   . Further penetration is 

determined by the characteristic time for nonlinear island growth  kRB 2 , where   is the 

saturated island width. For the typical parameters of MAST plasma boundary 

( 319102  mne , eVTe 200 , mqq 1.0/   [11], 140  mk


 for ELM filaments, cm5.0 ) 

sB  100101   and mssB 11002   . From the experiments with RMPs it is known that 

stochastisation starts at the level of the RMPs about 410/  BBb stoch

ky

stoch

ky
 [11]. The magnetic 

field perturbation which is produced by the current 1 kA flowing inside the filament at the 

distance of few centimeters from resonant layer is of the order of 310sat

ky
b  . Therefore a 

stochastic layer should arise in the ETB region before the islands reach full saturation, the 

corresponding time could be estimated as sbb sat

ky

stoch

kyBstoch  10010/2   . 

After the stochastisation the characteristic time for the further resonant magnetic field 

penetration can be estimated as  penxs kqnq  )/)(/( 0
  with the effective conductivity 

eeepen TmeRni 2/2  . This estimate is based on the approach on integration of electron 
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kinetic equation [12] and the evaluation of toroidal currents [13]. For MAST ss  10010  

and the perturbation can fully penetrate during the life time of a filament sf  200 [2].  

4. Dynamics of radial electric field and pump-out 

Radial electric field in a steady state )/()( NEOSt

NEO

rNEO

St

rSt

Eq

r EEE    is determined 

by the condition of ambipolarity i

r

e

r jj   where the ion radial current )( NEO

rrNEO

i

r EEj   

is a neoclassical current caused by the deviation of the radial electric field from the 

neoclassical value and the radial current of electrons )( St

rrSt

e

r EEj 
 
is a radial projection 

of a parallel current in the stochastic magnetic field [13-14]. Here 

 drTdeTdrndeTE eeee

St

r /ln)/(/ln)/(  . (2) 

In the collisionless limit ( 1
~

/ ke L , where e  is the electron mean free path, kL
~

 is a 

correlation length, of the order of Kolmogorov length; for the tokamak qRLk ~
~

), 

eeSteSt TmDnei   /22 , with i  being a numerical factor of the order of unity, 5.0 .  

 TpiTei

NEO

r UBdrTdkdrndeTE  )/ln/ln(/ , (3) 

where  TU  is a toroidal velocity, )2/(3 22

1 BRiNEO   . The viscosity coefficient [15] in the 

low collisionality regime is iiei Tn  /22/3

1  , where iii mTqR /2/2/3

   . 

 For time-dependent radial electric field the additional radial current of ions exists 

associated with the toroidal inertia, see e.g. [16]: 

 tEBqmnEEj rie

NEO

rrNEO

i

r  //)21()( 22 . (4) 

The equation describing the relaxation of the radial electric field to the stationary value is 

 E

Eq

rr EEtE /)(/ r  , (5) 

where  )/()21( 22

NEOStieE Bqmn    . When 0St , NEO

EE    [16]. In the low 

collisionality regime 1 i

NEO

E  . The stochastic conductivity reduces the relaxation time. 

 Let us consider two limits of slow Es    and fast Es    time of the magnetic 

field penetration. In the first case the radial electric field is always close to the equilibrium 

one for the given level of perturbed magnetic field. The outward radial flux arises: 

 eEEeEE Eq

r

St

rSt

NEO

r

Eq

rNEO /)(/)(   . (6) 

In the opposite case Es    the period of the order of E exists when the electric field is not 

an equilibrium one and the dynamic pump-out effect can be important. The loss of particles 
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with steady-state electric field is  f

staticN  . The loss of particles during E  while the 

electric field is changing and stays of the order of NEO

rE  is eEEN NEO

r

St

rStE

dynamic /)(   , if 

this time is smaller than f . For low collisionality this mechanism can be the main one.  

 Let us make estimates for parameters of the MAST pedestal. The neoclassical 

relaxation time si

NEO

E  3001   . It is of the order of the filament life-time and therefore 

the dynamic and static losses of particles are of the same order. The neoclassical conductivity 

estimate is 1310)75(   mSNEO , mkVEE NEO

r

St

r /40 . The particle loss per ELMs 

event is 18105/)(  eEESN NEO

r

St

rNEOf particles, where S – the flux surface area. 

According to experiments [11] the particle loss in the ELM event is 2-3% of the particles in 

the discharge while full amount of the particles is 2010)21(  . The estimate shows that the 

pump-out particle loss is of the same order as experimental one.  

5. Conclusions 

The ETB region is getting stochastized during ELMs events by the magnetic field 

perturbations produced by currents flowing in the filaments. The radial electric field in the 

edge is getting positive or less negative and the convective particle flux arises for the period 

of filaments life time. This leads to the reduction of the pedestal density and temperature.  
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